
Share the groups’ ideas and 
observations as a whole 
class; noting the potentially 
negative impacts on health 
and wellbeing for both boys 
and girls. Is it possible to 
rank them in order of 
signficance? How highly 
would they rate the need 
for good sexual health 
awareness overall? 

2) Contraception 
options
Mix up the groups, then 
provide each with an 
envelope containing a 
number of sort cards 
featuring the names of 
different types of 
contraception. Some of 
these should be fabricated. 
Ask the groups to divide 
the cards into ‘real’ and 
‘made up’, and for the 
former, to note whether the 
contraception is for male or 
female use, or both. Expect 
some giggles and silliness 
at this point, but be 
prepared to step in if any 
group needs to refocus.

Share the results as a 
whole class, and fill in any 
gaps in knowledge.

3) Myths and 
misconceptions
As a whole class, share 
examples of ‘facts’ that the 
young people have picked 

up about contraception, and 
discuss whether they are 
true or false. If the 
conversation needs a 
kick-start, you could 
suggest some common 
myths, for example, “You 
can’t get pregnant if the 
woman is on top”, or, “It’s 
not possible to conceive the 
first time you have sex” 
(there are many more 

examples that can be 
found online).

Identify sources of 
support to which young 
people can turn: parents, 
older siblings, teachers, 
family support workers, 
teenlifecheck.co.uk etc. 
Ask them to consider and 
discuss the benefits and 
possible problems with 
each option.

HOME LEARNING
Students are told that they now work for an 
advertising agency and need to produce a 
one-minute script for a TV/radio advert promoting a 
particular method of contraception; or design a poster 
about sexual health aimed at teenagers, to be displayed 
in a doctor’s surgery.

DISCUSSION
Ask students to confirm what are the key messages they have learnt and to 
explain to whom they would go if they had any particular issues around sex and 
contraception. When discussing sensitive issues such as this, clarification of detail is 
essential. Communication can be difficult so it is essential to promote an environment of 
trust across the group as sensitive information is being shared. Rectifying, clarifying and 
summarising are the tools we use to enable our students to demonstrate understanding 
and to encourage them to talk openly and draw conclusions from the lesson’s work.

Concept maps can be used to demonstrate understanding, paired with a short 
presentation by an individual or group.

GOING DEEPER
Text U L8R

Ask students to imagine 
and write out a text 

conversation between 
characters, giving each 

other advice based 
around what they  

have learnt.
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NEXT STEPS
This lesson is 

designed to stand 
alone, but could quite 

easily slot into a 
bank of PSHE lessons 

based around the 
topic of sexual health.

ADDITIONAL 
RESOURCES

bbc.co.uk/health/sexual_
health/ 

contr_index.shtml

brook.org.uk/ 
content/M2_1_

Contraception.asp 

likeitis.org.uk/
contraception.html

condomessentialwear.
co.uk


